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Abstract 

This paper presents a quantitative analysis of the extra-ordinary high school, 

college and professional basketball careers of the legendary Van Arsdale twins. 

In high school, Tom and Dick Van Arsdales were literally inseparable in 

appearance, academic and athletic performances, and awards garnered. In 

college basketball, their points scored exhibited interesting comparisons. 

Whereas the points scored in individual games showed differences, the total 

points scored were nearly carbon copies for all three years of college records. 

Yet there were difference in the frequency distributions of points scored with 

Tom’s distribution being nearly Gaussian, while Dick’s distribution showing 

greater skewness and kurtosis. In their 12-year professional careers where they 

played mostly for different teams, their total points scored, rebounds taken and 

assists dished out, exhibited correlations in the high .900’s. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

On 22 February 1943 in Indianapolis were born two identical twins named Tom and 

Dick Van Arsdale, Tom earlier by 15 minutes [1]. Both attended Emmerich Manual 

High School, where they excelled in academics and sports [2]. Both won one letter in 

Baseball and three in Track and Field Athletics [3]. Both received the prestigious Arthur 

Trester Award from the Indiana High School Athletic Association, which was shared 

for the first and only time in history [4]. Both were selected All-American by the All-

American Selection Board [2]. In college, Tom and Dick attended Indiana University 

from 1962-65, where both were majoring in Mathematics and both switching to 

Economics [4, 5]. Tom was the President of the National Honor Society and Dick was 

the Vice-President [1]. Both played for the Hoosier Basketball team and wore the No. 

1 jersey with their names below to identify them [4]. Both were selected as Indiana’s 

“Mr. Basketball” title for the only time in history [4]. Tom was just behind Dick in the 

All-Big Ten Collegiate voting [4], which was enough to place Dick in the first team 

and Tom in the second [7]. Table I (from [4 – 6]) shows how similar their numbers were 

in their college basketball statistics.  
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Table I. Points scored by Tom & Dick 

Van Arsdale in College 

Season→ 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 

Game Tom Dick Tom Dick Tom Dick 

1 9 11 18 15 9 22 

2 10 3 34 42 26 18 

3 8 14 17 24 6 16 

4 7 11 19 21 17 12 

5 16 5 26 25 22 12 

6 22 11 25 28 22 21 

7 16 10 16 13 21 11 

8 10 12 8 16 14 18 

9 13 12 17 36 21 15 

10 6 15 19 28 11 14 

11 12 7 18 17 17 13 

12 10 9 23 23 11 20 

13 12 10 21 19 21 15 

14 9 20 11 15 16 18 

15 11 12 27 25 19 14 

16 19 11 19 27 21 23 

17 14 20 28 22 15 14 

18 11 12 25 21 27 21 

19 14 14 21 21 23 26 

20 6 8 30 17 21 19 

21 14 26 23 26 21 20 

22 6 14 23 12 23 16 

23 26 15 29 22 19 14 

24 18 10 15 21 18 21 

Max.→ 26 26 34 42 27 26 

Min.→ 6 3 8 8 6 11 

Mean→ 12.96 12.17 21.33 22.29 18.37 17.21 

Median→ 11.5 11.5 21 21.5 19.5 16.5 

Mode→ 6,10,14 11,12 19,23 21 21 14 

<RC>→ .652 .787 .741 

CC→ .030 .423 .113 
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Moving on to professional basketball, Tom and Dick went through their first separation. 

Dick was the second round draft choice of New York Knicks, while Tom was the 

second round draft choice of Detroit Pistons [1], where both were given the No.5 Jersey 

by their respective teams. In their 12-year professional basketball careers, Dick played 

for two teams while Tom played for six different teams (cf. Table II, from [8 – 10]). 

They played for different teams every year, except for the final year, when they both 

played for the same team [8 – 10]. In spite of this, their professional careers were 

remarkably similar (Tables II and III, from [11, 12]). Both were selected to the All-

NBA rookie team, both as guards [8]. Both were three-time NBA All-stars: Dick in 

1969, 1970 and 1971; and Tom in 1970, 1971 and 1972 [9]. According to basketball 

legend Jerry West, both were outstanding defensive players, with Dick having a slight 

edge over Tom. In retirement, both Tom and Dick now live in Scottsdale, Arizona. Both 

were inducted into Indiana University’s Hall of Fame in 1985 [10]. This paper presents 

a statistical analysis of the college and professional basketball careers of Tom and Dick 

Van Arsdale. 

 

Table II. Games played by Tom & Dick  Van Arsdale in NBA 

Season Teams played for Games Played 

Tom Dick Tom Dick 

1965-66 Detroit New York 79 79 

1966-67 Detroit New York 79 79 

1967-68 Detroit-Cincinnati New York 77 78 

1968-69 Cincinnati Phoenix 77 80 

1969-70 Cincinnati Phoenix 71 77 

1970-71 Cincinnati Phoenix 82 81 

1971-72 Cincinnati Phoenix 73 82 

1972-73 Kansas City-Philadelphia Phoenix 79 81 

1973-74 Philadelphia Phoenix 78 78 

1974-75 Philadelphia-Atlanta Phoenix 82 70 

1975-76 Atlanta Phoenix 75 58 

1976-77 Phoenix Phoenix 77 78 

1965-77 6 Teams 2 Teams 929 921 
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Table III. Points, Rebounds & Assists by Tom & Dick Van Arsdale in NBA 

Season Points Rebounds Assists CC 
Tom Dick Tom Dick Tom Dick 

1965-66 833 969 309 376 205 184 .990 

1966-67 966 1191 341 555 193 247 .975 

1967-68 610 859 225 424 155 230 .984 

1968-69 1492 1678 356 548 208 388 .993 

1969-70 1621 1643 463 264 155 338 .971 

1970-71 1875 1771 499 316 181 329 .970 

1971-72 1399 1619 350 334 198 297 .973 

1972-73 1140 1490 358 326 152 268 .976 

1973-74 1526 1389 393 221 202 324 .967 

1974-75 1508 1124 278 189 223 195 .993 

1975-76 818 747 186 137 146 140 .969 

1976-77 444 599 184 117 67 120 .967 

1965-77 14,232 15,079 3,942 3,807 2,085 3,060 .977 

 

         

            

Fig. 1. Scatterplots of Tom and Dick college points with data trendlines. 
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Fig. 2. Frequency distributions of Tom and Dick college points. 

 

 

2. COMPARISON OF COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS  

The college basketball statistics of Tom and Dick Van Arsdale, for each game played, 

are shown in Table I. In order to find the similarity the two, the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient is often employed. For two discrete variables xi and yi, with i = 1, 2, …, n, 

it is defined as: 
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where the mean values of x and y are given by: 

                                                 
n
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The value of the correlation coefficient ranges from −1 to 1. A CC of 1 represents the 

limiting case where the two variables are completely correlated. In that case the data 

points on a scatterplot of the x and y would lie perfectly on a straight line having positive 

slope. On the other hand, a CC of −1 would indicate a complete anti-correlation, where 

the data points on the scatterplot would lie on a straight line having negative slope. If 

there is no correlation between the variables, the CC is 0. The data points in that case 

would have no discernible trend. 

The correlation coefficient is undefined when a single set of data, say the points scored 

by Tom and Dick in a single game, is considered. In that case, a resemblance 

coefficient, as defined below, has been used [13]:   
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For positive values, the RC varies between 0 (for nor no resemblance) to 1 (for complete 

resemblance). The average RC for the entire set of variables is then 
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An inspection of Table I indicates that there is significant variation of the RC between 

Tom and Dick points in single games. The average values of RC for the three seasons 

ranged from .652 in the first (sophomore) season to .787 in the second (junior) season. 

The CC values ranged from .030 in the first season to .423 in the following season. The 

mean values or scoring averages were very similar, with the lowest values in the first 

season and highest in the next. Also shown in the Table are the maximum and minimum 

scores in each season as well as the median and mode values, where the median refers 

to the score above and below which equal number of scores are distributed and the 

mode refers to the highest frequency of any score. Over the entire three seasons, Tom 

and Dick averaged 17.39 and 17.22 points per game (not shown in the table). The 

average RC for the entire three seasons was .727, which was higher than that of the first 

season, but lower than those of the following seasons. Interestingly, the CC for the 

entire three seasons of .494 was higher than that of any season. 

The scatterplots of the Tom and Dick scores for each season are displayed in Fig. 1 as 

well as the composite scatterplot of the three seasons. In most cases, a linear trend line 

sufficiently describes the inter-relationship between the two variables x and y: 

                                                               cmxy                                              (5) 

where the slope m and y-intercept c are given, respectively, by: 
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It is evident in Fig. 1 that the trend line slopes for the first and third seasons were nearly 

flat while that for the second season (.481) was positively higher. However, it is most 

intriguing that the trend line slope for the entire three seasons (.508) was greater than 

those of any one season. Evidently, the trend line slope and the correlation coefficient 

follow the same pattern, even though they are not the same quantity. 

 

3. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLEGE BASKETBALL STATISTICS  

We next explore the distribution of the college basketball statistics of the Van Arsdale 

twins. In nature, the random distribution of the scores of any individual player is 

expected to be a bell-shaped curve known as the Gaussian or normal distribution curve. 

Variations from the normal distribution are given by two properties known as skewness 

and kurtosis, whose measures are the coefficient of skewness a3 and the coefficient of 

kurtosis a4 defined respectively by (cf. [14]): 
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Here m3 and m4 are the third and fourth moments and σ is the standard deviation 

defined as follows: 
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Skewness refers to the asymmetry of a distribution about the peak. For a symmetrical 

Gaussian distribution, a3 = 0. If for a distribution, a3 < 0, it is skewed to the left; and if 

a3 > 0, the distribution is skewed to the right. Kurtosis, on the other hand, refers to the 
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narrowness or flatness of the peak. For a Gaussian distribution, a4 = 3. For a flatter peak 

than the Gaussian, a4 < 3; whereas, for a narrower peak, a4 > 3. 

Figure 2 exhibits the frequency distributions of the points scored by Tom and Dick Van 

Arsdale in college basketball. The least-squares-error-fit Gaussian envelopes are shown 

in red. Surprisingly, the two distributions are very unlike each other even when their 

<RC> and CC were so similar. Overall, the Tom distribution was more normal than the 

Dick distribution in regards to both skewness and kurtosis. Both distributions were 

skewed to the right (a3 > 0), with the Tom distribution (a3 = .097) only slightly so. As 

for kurtosis, the Tom distribution was flatter than normal (a4 < 3), whereas the Dick 

distribution was narrower and more peaked (a4 > 3). In summary, the Tom and Dick 

college scores were nearly identical inspite of their different distribution patterns.  

 

4. ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL BASKETBALL STATISTICS  

Tables II and III captures the professional basketball statistics of Tom and Dick Van 

Arsdale. As mentioned earlier, Tom and Dick played for different teams except for the 

final year, and therefore faced entirely different environments. In spite of this, their total 

figures of games played, points scored, rebounds taken and assists dished out are so 

remarkably similar, which almost defies expectation. The average correlation 

coefficients for each season was in the high .900’s.  

 

5. FINAL REMARKS 

It is well-known that identical or mono-zygotic twins share the same set of genes which 

results in their same appearance, physical behavior, mental ability including 

intelligence quotient, and everything else. It can be said that they are basically one 

person living two lives. If they are reared together, these similarities are all the more 

complete. However, if they are reared apart, environmental differences can produce 

significant changes in outcomes in their lives. For the Van Arsdale twins, their high 

school and college accomplishments are reflecting those of identical twins reared 

together. However, their professional basketball records are even more fascinating, 

considering the fact that they played mostly for different teams. The lives and basketball 

careers of the Van Arsdale twins are still a singular story in history which has yet to be 

repeated.  
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